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EVENTS THIS WLEK

By the beginning of this week it was clear that our

efforts to solve the South Georgia dispute through diplomatic

channels were getting nowhere. On Wednesday my Noble Friend

the Foreign Secretary proposed to Costa Mendez (Argentine

Foreign Secretary) that we should despatch a special emissary

to Buenos Aires.

Later that day we received information which led us

to believe that the Argentine fleet was not engaged on exercises

but that a large number of ships, aircraft carriers, destroyers,

launching craft, troop carriers and submarines were heading for

Port Stanley, and that an invasion was probable. I contacted

President Reagan and asked him to intervene with the Argentine

President directly. We promised in the meantime to take no overt

action to escalate the dispute for fear of precipitating the very

event that our efforts were directed to avoid

On Thursday -

Costa Mendez rejected the idea of an emissary and told

our Ambassador that the diplomatic channel as a means of

solving this dispute was closed.

President Reagan had a very long telephone conversation

with the Argentine President but his strong representations

fell on deaf ears. I am grateful to him and Secretary Haig

for their strenuous and persistent efforts on our behalf.
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3. The UN Secretary General De Cuellar summoned

both British and Argentine Permanent representa-

tives to speak to both to refrain from the use or

threat of force in the South Atlantic. Later that

evening we sough an emergency meeting of the

Security Council.

On Friday, as the House knows the Argentines invaded.

Before indicating some of the measures taken, I should like

to make three points -

Even if ships had been instructed to sail the day

the Argentinians landed on Georgia to clear the whaling

- station, the ships could not have got to Port Stanley

before the invasion.

There have been several occasions in the past

when an invasion has been threatened and the only

way to prevent it would have been to keep a massive

fleet close to the Falklands, some 7,000 miles away

from base. No government has ever been able to do

that, its cost and the cost of keeping it supplied

with everything required would be enormous.

Aircraft unable to land on the Falklands because

of the frequently changing weather would have had

little fuel left and their only hope of landing

safely would have been to divert to Argentina.

Indeed most of the air and sea supplies for the

Falklands come from Argentina - which is but 300

miles away compared with our 7,000.
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This is the background against which we have to make

decisions and to consider what action we could best take.

I cannot tell the House precisely what dispositions have

been made - seme ships are already at sea others were put

on immediate alert on Thursday evening. The Government has

now decided that the fleet will sail as soon as all preparations

are complete. Invincible will be in the lead and will leave

port on Monday.

/1-f asked about Prince Andrew it is the express wish

of The Queen, The Duke of Edinburgh and of Prince Andrew

himself, that if Invincible sails he sails with herj-

I stress that I cannot foretell what orders the task force

will- receive as they proceed. That will depend on the

situation at the time and the extent to which our continued

diplomatic efforts meet with success.
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